
While I as at Shelton I learned a few things about 

reading and writing. For example I am easily 

overwhelmed when it comes to a large amount of 

text, like a long chapter in a text book, a novel 

with tiny font and 1000 pages, or even a long 

article will long paragraphs and no breaks in the 

next to give your eyes a rest. Also with the font of 

the text can effect my reading speed and reading 

quality. For example I can read text upside down 

faster than I can right-side-up, Font that has a 

low, or heavy base can help because it clearly defines 

each letter. The color of the font and the color of 

the paper/background also can effect that anyone, 

LD or not, when they read. When reading a novel or 

text book prefer on that has off white to tan 

pages with black font. The contrast isn’t as 

extreme as black font on a white background.  By 

using different fonts I hope you can see/read the 

difference that I’m demonstrating.  

	  

My name is Sarah Hardey. I was diagnosed with Dyslexia when was in 1st 

grade. I started at St. Monica Catholic School, then after being diagnosed I 



transferred to Preston Hollow Presbyterian School then I transferred to a 

school called Shelton, which specializes in helping children with Learning 

Disabilities, like Dyslexia, to succeed in school. I graduated from Shelton, and 

an A-B average in 2007 and then I went to Brookhaven Community College, 

receiving my associates degree in fine art. In the summer of 2009 I 

transferred to UT at Dallas and enrolled in the ATEC (Art and Technology) 

program. After a year of that I changed my major to EMAC (Emerging Media 

and Communication). I will be graduating in the Fall of 2013.  

 

Gʀᴀᴅᴜᴀᴛɪɴɢ ɪᴛ ᴀ ʜᴜɢᴇ ᴅᴇᴀʟ ғᴏʀ ᴍᴇ. I ᴡᴀs ᴛᴏʟᴅ, ᴇᴀʀʟɪᴇʀ ᴏɴ ɪɴ ᴍʏ ᴀᴄᴀᴅᴇᴍɪᴄ ʏᴇᴀʀs, 

ᴛʜᴀᴛ I ᴡᴏᴜʟᴅ ɴᴇᴠᴇʀ ɢᴇᴛ ᴛᴏ ᴄᴏʟʟᴀɢᴇ, ᴛʜᴀᴛ I ᴡᴏᴜʟᴅ ɴᴇᴠᴇʀ ʙᴇ ɢᴏᴏᴅ ᴀᴛ ᴀɴʏᴛʜɪɴɢ ᴛʜᴀᴛ 

ɪɴᴠᴏʟᴠᴇᴅ ʀᴇᴀᴅɪɴɢ, ᴡʀɪᴛɪɴɢ, ᴀɴᴅ ᴏᴛʜᴇʀ sᴋɪʟʟs ᴛʜᴀᴛ ᴀʀᴇ ᴜsᴇᴅ ɪɴ ᴇᴠᴇʀʏᴅᴀʏ ʟɪғᴇ. I ᴀᴍ 

sᴛᴜʙʙᴏʀɴ ʟɪᴋᴇ ᴍʏ ғᴀᴛʜᴇʀ ᴀɴᴅ ᴅᴇᴛᴇʀᴍɪɴᴇᴅ ʟɪᴋᴇ ᴍʏ ᴍᴏᴛʜᴇʀ, sᴏ ᴛʜᴇʀᴇ ᴡᴀs ɴᴏ ᴡᴀʏ ɪɴ 

ʜᴇʟʟ ᴛʜᴀᴛ I ᴡᴀs ɢᴏɪɴɢ ᴛᴏ ғᴀɪʟ. Tʜᴀᴛ ᴅᴏᴇsɴ’ᴛ ᴍᴇᴀɴ I ʜᴀᴅ ᴛᴏ ɢᴏ ᴛʜʀᴏᴜɢʜ sᴏᴍᴇ 

ᴅɪғғɪᴄᴜʟᴛ ᴛɪᴍᴇs ᴛᴏ ɢᴇᴛ ᴡʜᴇʀᴇ I ᴀᴍ, ᴄᴀᴜsᴇ I ᴅɪᴅ. I ᴅɪᴅɴ’ᴛ sʟᴇᴇᴘ ᴍᴜᴄʜ ɪɴ ʜɪɢʜ 

sᴄʜᴏᴏʟ ʙᴇᴄᴀᴜsᴇ ɪᴛ ᴛᴏᴏᴋ ᴍᴇ 3x ʟᴏɴɢᴇʀ ᴛᴏ ʀᴇᴀᴅ ᴀ ᴄʜᴀᴘᴛᴇʀ, ɪᴛ ᴛᴏᴏᴋ ᴄᴏᴍᴘʟᴇᴛᴇ sɪʟᴇɴᴄᴇ 

ғᴏʀ ᴍᴇ ᴛᴏ ᴡʀɪᴛᴇ ᴀ ᴘᴀᴘᴇʀ ᴏʀ ᴡᴏʀᴋ ᴏɴ ᴍʏ ᴍᴀᴛʜ ʜᴏᴍᴇᴡᴏʀᴋ ᴀɴᴅ ᴏɴ ᴛᴏᴘ ᴏғ ᴀʟʟ ᴛʜᴀᴛ I 

ᴘʟᴀʏᴇᴅ sᴘᴏʀᴛs ᴀʟʟ ʏᴇᴀʀ ᴀʀᴏᴜɴᴅ ᴀɴᴅ I ᴡᴀs ɪɴ ᴛʜᴇ ᴅʀᴀᴍᴀ ᴅᴇᴘᴀʀᴛᴍᴇɴᴛ. Nᴇᴇᴅʟᴇss ᴛᴏ 

sᴀʏ I ᴡᴀs ᴀ ʙᴜsʏ ɢɪʀʟ ᴛʜᴀᴛ ʀᴇғᴜsᴇᴅ ᴛᴏ sᴛᴏᴘ ᴘᴜsʜɪɴɢ ᴍʏsᴇʟғ, ᴛʜᴇʀᴇ ᴡᴀs ɴᴏᴛʜɪɴɢ 

ᴛʜᴀᴛ ᴄᴏᴜʟᴅ ᴍᴀᴋᴇ ᴍᴇ sᴛᴏᴘ. Aʟʟ ᴛʜᴇ ᴘᴇᴏᴘʟᴇ ᴛʜᴀᴛ sᴀɪᴅ I sʜᴏᴜʟᴅ ᴅᴏ ʟᴇss ᴏʀ ǫᴜɪᴛ ᴊᴜsᴛ 

ᴍᴏᴛɪᴠᴀᴛᴇᴅ ᴍᴇ ᴍᴏʀᴇ ᴀɴᴅ ᴍᴏʀᴇ.	  



I wont lie, the last semesters at UTD have been very challenging, 

there have been a few (more than a few) nights when I just 

broke down and cried because I didn’t understand the material or 

I just go overwhelmed by the amount of reading I had to do. But 

by May (2013) the worst will be over, with only my capstone, it’s 

a semester long project that is proof that I learned valuable skills 

in the EMAC program, in the fall.  

	  

For my capstone I will be created a website that is for high school to college 

students, their parents, and teachers/tutors. The site will be filled with 

valuable information about the major Learning Disabilities: Dyslexia, 

Dysgraphia, Dyspraxia, ADD/ADHD, and Dyscalculia. How people can 

learned, explain to students and parents what their disabilities is, tips and 

tricks to help, teaching material for tutors, real stories of success from people 

that got past there disabilities despite all the negativity that may have been 

around them, and a community that everyone is welcome to join to talk about 

what they are going through, what has helped them, and to build friendships.  

	  

Mɥǝu	  I	  ʍɐs	  ɐʇ	  Sɥǝlʇou	  ʇɥǝ	  ɟıɹsʇ	  ʇɥıuƃ	  ʇɥɐʇ	  I	  ʍɐs	  ʇɐnƃɥʇ	  ıs	  ʇɥɐʇ	  I	  po	  NO⊥	  ɥɐʌǝ	  

lǝɐɹuıuƃ	  pısɐqılıʇıǝs¡	  I	  ʍɐs	  sɥoɔʞǝp	  qǝɔɐnsǝ	  ɟoɹ	  ʇɥǝ	  dɐsʇ	   	  ʎǝɐɹs	  I	  ɥɐp	  qǝǝu	  lɐqǝlǝp	  

“pısɐqlǝp”	  ɐup	  ɟǝlʇ	  ʇɥɐʇ	  uo	  ɯɐʇǝɹ	  ʍɥɐʇ	  I	  pıp	  I	  ʍonlpu’ʇ	  ɥɐʌǝ	  ɐ	  ɥodǝ	  ıu	  ʇɥǝ	  ʍoɹlp	  ʇo	  

snɔɔǝǝp˙	  ∀ʇ	  Sɥǝlʇou	  ʇɥǝ	  ʇolp	  ɯǝ	  ʇɥɐʇ	  I	  ɥɐʌǝ	  ɐ	  lǝɐɹuıuƃ	  pıɟɟǝɹǝuɔǝ'	  ʇɥɐʇ	  I	  ʍɐs	  uoʇ	  

pısɐqlǝp	  ıu	  ɐuʎ	  ʍɐʎ'	  ıu	  ɟɐɔʇ	  I	  ɥɐp	  ɐu	  ɐqoʌǝ	  ɐʌǝɹɐƃǝ	  IὉ˙	  I	  ʍɐs	  ʇɥɹıllǝp	  ʇo	  ɥǝɐɹ	  ʇɥɐʇ	  I	  



	  
	  

ʍɐs	  pıɟɟǝɹǝuʇ'	  pıɟɟǝɹǝuʇ	  ıu	  ɯʎ	  ɯıup	  ɯǝɐuʇ	  nuıbnǝ˙	  Mɥıɔɥ	  qɹıuƃs	  ɯǝ	  ʇo	  ɯʎ	  ɯıssıou	  

ɟoɹ	  ɯʎ	  ɔɐdsʇouǝ˙	  

I want to give back to kids that didn’t get the privileges that I did 

at Shelton. I want to teach them ways to become better students 

and remind them that they can accomplish anything they set their 

mind to. Most importantly I want everyone change their thoughts 

about Learning disabilities and say “learning differences” (LD), 

after all we’re not disabled, we still learn, its just a little 

differently than you do!  
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